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 Introduction 

What does this document contain? 
It provides the release notes for a planned new production release of the ISWC Database 

 

Who should read this document? 
CISAC development and project management personnel. Society development and project 
management personnel responsible for integrating with the ISWC Database.  Spanish Point 
development team members. 

 

References 
Reference Description 
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 Release Notes 
A new update to the ISWC database software is planned. This will be the first production 
release since the go live of the new ISWC database at the end of July.    The REST API 
definition itself has not changed.  However, some fixes to business rules may cause 
legitimate rejections following this release where previously a technical exception or no error 
was raised.  Agencies and hubs who directly interface with the ISWC database should 
consider if they need to do any testing of their integration software with this release in UAT 
before it is deployed to production.  

 

 Communication 
UAT has been completed and these release notes are now final.  A copy of these release 
notes will be emailed to all email addresses that have an active subscription to the REST API 
in production as follows: 

Subscription  State  Owner  Email  

021 Active Sylvain Masson smasson@bmi.com 

058 Active Equipe MARIO 
SACEM 

projet-mario@sacem.fr 

010 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

005 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

023 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

035 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

080 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

307 Active Raymond Tan raymondtan@compass.org.sg 

161 Active MUST 161 must.it@must.org.tw 

074 Active Federico Di Carlo federico.dicarlo@siae.it 

069 Active Alexandre Miranda alexandre.miranda@spautores.pt 

008 Active Mark Atkins matkins@apra.com.au 

313 Active Didier Roy didier.roy@fasttrackdcn.net 

035 Active Ulrich Siebert iswc-db@gema.de 

052 Active Claire Binnington claire.binnington@prsformusic.com 
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029 Active Departamento de 
Mantenimiento 

mantenimiento@scd.cl 

308 Active 308 ECAD tasso_gomes@ecad.org.br 

072 Active 072 SGAE explotacionsistemas@sgae.es 

118 Active YoonYoung KIM kimyy@komca.or.kr 

038 Active Kazuaki Yoneda syskai@pop02.jasrac.or.jp 

101 Active Dan Burger burgerd@socan.ca 

055 Active Sabam ICT Systems ict.systems@sabam.be 

 

If you have any concerns or questions regarding this planned release please email 
iswc.support@cisac.org  

 

 Timescales: 
UAT Release 

All “bug fixes” and “features” that are planned for this release have been completed and are 
deployed to UAT.  

 

Planned Production Release Date : 15/09/2020 @ 10:00AM CET 

We plan to release this update to production on 15th Sep @10:00AM CET   Azure DevOps 
release version: Release-1000 

 

 Bug Fixes: 
ID Title Source Notes 

3701 System.InvalidOperationException:  
The instance of entity type 
'WorkInfoPerformer' cannot be 
tracked.   

APRA Fixes issue with processing submissions that 
contain multiple performers with the same 
name. 

3702 Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.Db
UpdateException: An error occurred 
while updating the entries. 
FOREIGN KEY constraint  

APRA Fixes issue with processing submissions that 
contain multiple performers with the same 
name. 

3709 Sub history entries for merging by 
workcode are different on parent 
and child iswc 

Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with display of submission history 
when merging by workcode. 

mailto:iswc.support@cisac.org
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3716 Update rejected when iswc matches 
archivedIswc on work info record 

Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with updating a submission where 
the provided Archived ISWC matches the 
Archived ISWC on the work info record. 

3717 ISWC Eligible submission with 
updated performer info is updated  

miss@asia Fixes issue with adding performers to an 
existing submission. 

3735 SS - Sort by Preferred ISWC not 
working 

UAT Fixes issue with sorting by Preferred ISWC on 
the Agency portal. 

3752 DMR transaction does not create a 
CSN 

Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with Demerge transaction not 
appearing in CSN file. 

3760 System.InvalidOperationException: 
The instance of entity type 
'WorkInfoPerformer' cannot be 
tracked... 

ASCAP Fixes issue with processing submissions that 
contain multiple performers with the same 
name. 

3761 Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.... 
String or binary data would be 
truncated in table 'ISWC.ISWC.Perf 

IPRS Fixes issue with processing submissions that 
contain performers with a firstName or 
lastName longer than 50 characters. 
Submissions that have a firstName or 
lastName longer than 50 characters are now 
rejected with error code 162. 

3762 Problem where VerifiedSubmission 
info not included in some responses 

GEMA Fixes issue with no VerifiedSubmission when 
DerivedWorks were included in the response. 

3765 Can add a performer with 
empty/whitespace strings for First 
and Last names 

Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with empty perfomer. Submissions 
that have an empty or whitespace firstName or 
lastName are now rejected with error code 126. 

3796 submissionId in CSN should not be a 
string 

LatinAutor Fixed issue with JSON CSN file where the 
submissionId field should have been a number 
type. 

3863 CSN -  Original Transaction 
Sequence No not filled 

SUISA Fixes issue with empty Original Transaction 
Sequence No. field in CSN. Field is now zero-
filled. 

3882 CDR - The DELETE statement 
conflicted with the REFERENCE 
constraint 
"FK_DerivedFrom_WorkInfo_WorkI
nfoID" 

Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with deleting DerivedFrom data for 
a CDR submission. 

3884 CSN - ISWC Not found appearing in 
output as 'RJ' 

SUISA Fixes issue with deleted ISWCs appearing in 
CSN file. 

3902 CSN should be able to run on a 
specified day of the week 

Spanish 
Point 

Update to CSN weekly configuration to allow a 
CSN file to be generated on any day of the 
week. 
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3903 CSN workflowTaskId should be a 
number 

LatinAutor Fixes issue with JSON CSN file where the 
workflowTaskId field should have been a 
number type. 

3922 EDI - Processed file ends in Error ASCAP 
WID 

Fixes issue with syntax error when serializing 
ACK records in output file. 

3989 Strings missing for ES and FR 
translation when language changed 
in browser 

UAT Fixes issue with missing labels in the Agency 
Portal 

4017 View less label missing Spanish 
Point 

Fixes issue with View Less label missing on 
Agency Portal 

4044 Change Validation Rules to 
accommodate ECAD Authoritative 
Rules 

ECAD Fixes issue to accommodate ECAD agencies in 
rules PV/21, MD/16, MD/17 and AS/10 

4048 CUR - Transaction incorrectly failing SACEM Fixes issue causing a CUR transaction to be 
incorrectly rejected with 116: “Modification of 
an Archived ISWC is not permitted” 

4057 Incorrect affiliation displayed KOMCA Fixes issue with incorrect affiliation being 
displayed for some Ips on the Agency Portal 

4063 PV/04 should not be applied when 
previewDisambiguation is true 

GEMA Fixes issue with submissions being incorrectly 
rejected with 127: “Submitted titles don’t 
match current ISWC Documentation” 

4076 SS - Duplicate Derived Info auto 
submission. Prevents further 
updates 

UAT Fixes issue with duplicate Derived Info records 
appearing on the Agency Portal Submission 
page 

 

 

 New Features: 
ID Title Source Notes 

3957 REST API - ECAD - Special 
Eligibility Rules 

ECAD Allow ECAD to ISWC eligible for submissions 
which contain creators or 
original/administrating publishers that have 
relevant IPI agreements with an ECAD 
administered societies even though those IPs 
don’t have any IPI agreements with ECAD 
itself 
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